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1Estimating Heart Rate and Rhythm via 3D
Motion Tracking in Depth Video
Cheng Yang Student Member, IEEE, Gene Cheung Senior Member, IEEE, Vladimir Stankovic Senior
Member, IEEE
Abstract—Low-cost depth sensors, such as Microsoft
Kinect, have potential for non-intrusive, non-contact health
monitoring that is robust to ambient lighting conditions.
However, captured depth images typically suffer from low
bit-depth and high acquisition noise, and hence processing
them to estimate biometrics is difficult. In this paper, we pro-
pose to capture depth video of a human subject using Kinect
2.0 to estimate his/her heart rate and rhythm (regularity); as
blood is pumped from the heart to circulate through the head,
tiny oscillatory head motion due to Newtonian mechanics
can be detected for periodicity analysis. Specifically, we
first restore a captured depth video via a joint bit-depth
enhancement / denoising procedure, using a graph-signal
smoothness prior for regularization. Second, we track an
automatically detected head region throughout the depth
video to deduce 3D motion vectors. The detected vectors are
fed back to the depth restoration module in a loop to ensure
that the motion information in two modules are consistent,
improving performance of both restoration and motion track-
ing in the process. Third, the computed 3D motion vectors
are projected onto its principal component for 1D signal
analysis, composed of trend removal, band-pass filtering, and
wavelet-based motion denoising. Finally, the heart rate is
estimated via Welch power spectrum analysis, and the heart
rhythm is computed via peak detection. Experimental results
show accurate estimation of the heart rate and rhythm using
our proposed algorithm as compared to rate and rhythm
estimated by a portable oximeter.
I. Introduction
As the general population ages, cheap and non-
invasive health monitoring has become essential. Among
many health monitoring systems available on the mar-
ket are image-based systems [2], [3], with the distinct
advantage of being completely non-contact and thus
non-intrusive. Further, unlike passive sensors (e.g., con-
ventional RGB cameras), depth sensors (e.g., Microsoft
Kinect) acquire depth images—per-pixel distance be-
tween physical objects in the 3D scene and the sensing
device—by actively projecting infrared rays into the
scene and observing the feedback, and thus are robust
to ambient lighting conditions. Previous depth-image-
based systems [4], [5] have demonstrated that certain
biometrics like respiratory rate can be accurately esti-
mated for sleep apnoea detection (temporary suspension
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of breathing). However, due to the limitations of to-
day’s depth sensing technologies, captured depth videos
typically suffer from low bit-depth (e.g., Kinect 2.0 has
bit-depth of 13 bits for each captured depth pixel) and
acquisition noise. Thus it is difficult to process acquired
depth images to estimate biometrics that require tracking
of subtle 3D motion of a human subject.
In this paper, we strive to overcome this difficulty and
propose to capture depth video of a human subject using
Kinect 2.0 to estimate his/her heart rate and rhythm
(regularity of heart beats over time [6]). As blood is
pumped from the heart to the head for circulation, the
head will oscillate slightly due to Newtonian mechanics
(typically 5mm or less), and tracking this tiny oscillatory
movement can lead to an estimate of heart rate and
rhythm [7]. Unlike previously used high-resolution color
video [7], the key challenge using depth video is to over-
come the low bit-depth and acquisition noise inherent in
the observed data.
Towards this goal, we propose to first restore depth
images via a joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising
procedure, using a graph-signal smoothness prior for
regularization [8], [9]. We then track an automatically
detected head region throughout the depth video to
deduce 3D motion vectors. The detected vectors are
fed back to the depth restoration module in a loop to
ensure that the motion information in the two modules
are consistent, resulting in a boost in performance for
both restoration and motion tracking. Third, the com-
puted 3D motion vectors are projected onto its principal
component via principal component analysis (PCA) for
1D signal analysis: trend removal, band-pass filtering
and wavelet-based motion denoising. Finally, the heart
rate is estimated via Welch power spectrum analysis,
and the heart rhythm is computed via peak detection.
Experimental results show accurate estimation of the
heart rate and rhythm using our proposed algorithm as
compared to rate and rhythm estimated by a portable
oximeter.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first discuss
related work on Section II. We then overview our heart
rate detection system in Section III. We present our depth
video joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising algo-
rithms in Section IV, the tracking algorithm in Section V,
and the heart rate and rhythm estimation algorithms
in Section VI. We present experimental results and con-
clude remarks in Section VII and VIII, respectively.
2II. RelatedWork
A. Heart Rate Estimation Systems
In 2008, Verkruysse et al. [10], estimated heart rate
from an RGB video, recorded using a single conventional
digital camera, by analyzing subtle changes in the skin
color caused by blood circulation. Since then, there has
been an increased interest in contact-less heart rate mon-
itoring using imaging techniques.
In [11]–[15], a human subject is recorded, sitting still,
using a conventional RGB camera, and the heart rate
is extracted from the recorded video using the subtle
color changes in the facial skin due to blood circulation.
The approach of [12] collects the time-series of color
information from any pixel in the facial region, performs
temporal filtering followed by independent component
analysis (ICA), and obtains the heart beat rate estimate
from the frequency of the maximum power in the re-
sulting spectrum. In [13], using bandpass filtering and
localized spatial pooling, the time waveform of the elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) signal is estimated. In [14], region
of interest (ROI) in the face region is adaptively updated,
making the approach robust to random head movements
during recording. In [15] the pulse rate is estimated
using PCA on the averaged R-,G-,B-components from
a manually selected ROI in the face region. In [16], a
Bayesian approach is proposed that uses mechanical,
ballistocardiographic (BCG) signal, skin colour variation
and head motion extracted from a video recorded by a
webcam, to provide a beat-to-beat heart rate estimation.
In [17], an RGB-camera based system is proposed that
is robust to head movement, eye blinking, smiling, and
illumination conditions changes, based on face tracking
and normalized least mean square adaptive filtering.
Based on the framework of [10], [12], [14], [15], a smart-
phone application and a mobile service robot application
is proposed in [18] and [19], respectively. All of the
above approaches and another three methods [20]–[22]
require high-resolution color video of the facial skin, and
thus the systems are all sensitive to the ambient lighting
conditions.
Thermal imaging has been used in the past for contact-
less heart beat estimation (see [23]–[28] and references
therein). However, a good thermal infrared sensor is far
more expensive than a Kinect sensor.
In [7], [29], [30], similar to our work, the detection of
subtle head oscillations in videos due to blood circula-
tion from the heart to the head is used to measure the
pulse rate. In contrast to our work, [7], [29], [30] uses
color video to extract feature points, which are tracked
throughout the video to deduce motion. We differ from
[7], [29], [30] in that we use only depth video for analysis,
which is robust to ambient lighting conditions.
B. Depth Video Health Monitoring Systems
In [31], a depth map generated by a Kinect sensor is
used to estimate respiratory and heart rates. However,
the system is very restrictive and impractical, requiring
a subject laying supine with chest unclothed to observe
the neck and thorax areas used for motion tracking. In
[4], [5], [32], an MS Kinect 1.0 depth sensor is used
for detecting episodes of apnoea and hypopnoea, by
extracting the respiratory rate from the tracked chest and
abdomen movements. The depth video of the patient
sleeping is recorded in complete darkness, temporal
denoising is performed to mitigate effects of temporal
flickering, and support vector machine or graph-based
classifiers, is then trained in [4] and [5], respectively, to
detect episodes of apnea / hypopnoea. Oscillatory head
movements due to heart beats are much smaller than
respiratory chest movements and much harder to detect
in depth videos, however, and hence the challenge in
this paper.
C. Comparison with Our Previous Work
Compared to our previous proposed depth video heart
rate estimation system [1], we have the following im-
provements and additions. First, we improve the perfor-
mance of our depth video restoration module by sharing
motion information with the head region tracking mod-
ule. Second, we show that our system is robust to view-
ing angle of the human subject, including front, side and
back views, even when the subject is wearing a mask.
Third, in addition to heart rate estimation, we quantify
the heart rhythm via appropriate peak detection.
III. System Overview
Kinect 2.0
computing 
unit
tripod
0.5m to 2.0m
Fig. 1. System setup (a front facing example).
As shown in Fig. 1, our system is composed of a
Microsoft Kinect 2.0 camera connected to a standalone
laptop. Ideally, the camera is placed 0.5m to 2.0m away
from the human subject. Depth video is captured at 30
frames per second (fps) at 512 × 424 spatial resolution
and bit-depth of 13 bits per pixel.
Figs. 2 and 3 show example captured depth images
of front, side and back views of a human subject, and
a front view of a subject wearing a face mask. Different
from our previous work [1], we will show our system
is robust to viewing angle of the human subject, and
operational even if the subject wears facial coverings that
obscure facial features from the camera.
Algorithmically, as shown in Fig. 4, our method can
be divided into three steps. The first step (orange block)
3(a) front view (b) side view (c) back view
Fig. 2. Examples of depth images with three viewing angles.
(a) front view with mask (b) experimental mask
Fig. 3. Example of a depth image of front view with a mask.
is restoration of captured depth images via a joint bit-
depth enhancement / denoising procedure. Denoising is
necessary since it is known that depth sensors are sus-
ceptible to acquisition noise [33]. Bit-depth enhancement
is necessary because the granularity of a captured depth
pixel by the Kinect sensor (1.0 ± 1.5mm when capturing
at the distance of 0.5m to 2.0m [34])1 is not sufficient-
ly fine-grained to capture subtle head motion due to
heart beat (roughly 5mm [7]) without processing. The
joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising optimization is
discussed in Section IV.
In the second step (blue block), we specify the head
region of the human subject in frame 1, using which
we perform robust head region tracking in the following
frames. Subsequently, we feed the tracked motion vec-
tors back to our joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising
module in a loop, so that the motion information in the
two modules are consistent. The requirement to enforce
consistency in motion information in the modules results
in better depth image restoration quality and better head
region tracking. The head region tracking algorithm and
the motion feedback loop are discussed in Section V.
In the third step (green blocks), we project obtained
3D motion vectors along principal component via P-
CA, and then perform 1D analysis: i) non-linear trend
removal, ii) band-pass filtering, and iii) wavelet-based
motion denoising. Non-linear trend removal reduces
non-stationary trends of the signal [35], [36]. As done
in previous image-based heart-rate estimation systems
[12], [17], band-pass filtering removes motion of frequen-
cies outside the band of interest. Wavelet-based motion
denoising futher reduces noise in the motion signal via
wavelet-domain soft-thresholding [37]. The above post-
processing procedures are discussed in Section VI.
Finally, we compute heart rate via Welch PSD estima-
tion, and compute heart rhythm [6] via peak detection.
1The granularity varies according to the physical distance between
the subject and the camera.
Our estimated heart rate and rhythm are compared
against a portable oximeter in Section VII.
depth video recording
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Fig. 4. Three-step system overview. 1) Orange: pre-processing com-
ponent; 2) Blue: tracking component, and red arrow: the loop with
motion prior feedback; 3) Green: post-processing components.
IV. Depth Video Restoration
We first restore depth video via a joint bit-depth
enhancement and denoising procedure described in this
section.
A. Derivation of Noise Model
We first derive a suitable noise model for Kinect
2.0 captured pixels in a depth video frame. For model
derivation, we placed a flat static board on a table and
recorded a depth video of T frames. Let xt
i, j
be the
depth pixel intensity at location (i, j) of frame t. For each
location (i, j), we first compute the empirical mean µi, j
as 1T
∑T
t=1 x
t
i, j
, i.e., the average pixel intensity value at the
same location over all T frames. Given an image size
of E× F pixels, we estimate the horizontal auto-correlation
Ch(k) as:
Ch(k) =
σ−2
TE(F − k)
T∑
t=1
E∑
i=1
F−k∑
j=1
(xti, j − µi, j)(x
t
i, j+k − µi, j+k), (1)
where we assume that the variance σ2 is the same for
all pixel locations. One can estimate the vertical auto-
correlation Cv(k) similarly:
Cv(k) =
σ−2
T(E − k)F
T∑
t=1
E−k∑
i=1
F∑
j=1
(xti, j − µi, j)(x
t
i+k, j − µi+k, j). (2)
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Fig. 5. Empirically computed Ch(k) and Cv(k) (1 ≤ k ≤ 10) for the
horizontal and vertical dimension, respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the auto-correlation plots tested on a
sequence of T = 15000 frames computed on a flat 30×30
(E × F) square surface at a distance 0.78m from the
camera. We observe that the auto-correlation in both
cases decreases rapidly as k increases, which means that
the correlation with immediate neighboring pixels is
strong but weakens considerably thereafter. We can thus
construct a suitable noise model as follows. Assuming
a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF) [38] noise
model, the likelihood Pr(x˜|x) of observing a depth pixel
patch x˜ given the original patch is x is:
Pr(x˜|x) = exp
(
−
(x˜ − x)TP(x˜ − x)
σ2
)
, (3)
where P is the precision matrix (inverse covariance
matrix). To model neighboring pixel correlation using
GMRF, we set the entries in P as follows [39]:
Pi, j =

1/σ2 if i = j,
−
Ch(1)
σ2
if i and j are horizontal neighbors,
−
Cv(1)
σ2
if i and j are vertical neighbors,
0 otherwise.
(4)
P will be used in our denoising algorithm. We note that,
to the best of our knowledge, Kinect 2.0 acquisition noise
has not been studied formally. However, our results
are consistent with those of [40] for depth image noise
modelling for time-of-flight cameras.
B. Graph-signal Smoothness Prior
As in other inverse imaging problems, a signal prior
for the desired signal is needed for regularization. As
done in [8], [9], we employ a graph-signal smoothness prior;
i.e., a depth block x is piecewise smooth if the graph
Laplacian regularizer xTLx is small, where L is the graph
Laplacian for a graph that connects neighboring pixels in
block x. Specifically, we first construct a graph G where
the nodes in the graph correspond to pixels in block
x. We connect each node to its horizontal and vertical
neighbors to yield a 4-connected graph. The edge weight
wi, j between two nodes i and j is the exponential of their
pixel intensity difference:
wi, j = exp
(
−
|Ii − I j|
2
σ2
I
)
, (5)
where Ii is the pixel intensity of pixel i and σ
2
I
is a scaling
parameter.
Having defined edge weights, one can define the
adjacency matrix W where the (i, j)-th entry is Wi, j = wi, j.
The degree matrix D is a diagonal matrix where the i-th
diagonal entry is Di,i =
∑
jWi, j. The graph Laplacian L is
then defined as the difference between D and W:
L = D −W. (6)
It can be shown [41] that the Laplacian regularizer
xTLx is a measure of variation in the signal x, modulated
by weights wi, j:
xTLx =
∑
i, j
wi, j(xi − x j)
2. (7)
Thus xTLx is small if the squared signal variations (xi−
x j)
2 are small or the modulating weights wi, j are small.
Since L is positive semi-definite, one can perform
eigen-decomposition on L to obtain non-negative eigen-
values λk and eigen-vectors φk. We can then express x
TLx
alternatively as:
xTLx =
∑
k
λkα
2
k , (8)
where eigen-value λk can be interpreted as the k-th graph
frequency, and αk = φ
T
k
x is the coefficient for the k-
th graph frequency. In this interpretation, a small xTLx
means that the energy of the signal x is concentrated in
the low graph frequencies.
C. Joint Bit-depth Enhancement / Spatial Denoising
We first discuss the procedure to perform joint bit-
depth enhancement / spatial denoising for the first frame.
Denote the depth values of a target block in the frame, in
vector form, by y. It is a quantized (low bit-depth) and
noise-corrupted version of the original vector of depth
values x:
y = round
(
x + n
Q
)
Q, (9)
where Q is the quantization parameter due to coarse
depth precision by the Kinect sensor, and n ∼ N(0, σ2I)
is the additive noise.
The objective is to recover the original x given y.
Using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) formulation, we
can derive the objective as follows. Let z = x + n be
the noise corrupted signal before quantization. Using
the total probability theorem, likelihood Pr(y | x) can be
written as:
Pr(y | x) =
∫
z
Pr(z | x)Pr(y | z, x) dz. (10)
Pr(y | z, x) = Pr(y | z) evaluates to 1 if y = round
(
z
Q
)
Q
and 0 otherwise. Equivalently, condition y − Q/2 ≤ z <
y + Q/2 must be satisfied for Pr(y | z, x) to be non-zero.
Thus, likelihood Pr(y | x) can be rewritten as:
Pr(y | x) =
∫
z∈Ry
exp
[
−
(z − x)TP(z − x)
σ2
]
dz, (11)
5where P is the precision matrix defined in (4), σ2 is the
noise variance, and Ry = {z | yi −Q/2 ≤ zi < yi +Q/2}.
Pr(y | x) in the form (11) is still difficult to use. We thus
approximate it as:
Pr(y | x) ∝ max
z∈Ry
exp
[
−
(z − x)TP(z − x)
σ2
]
. (12)
We first note that as Q → 0, the area Ry over which the
integration of z in (11) is performed shrinks, and Pr(y|x)
becomes roughly constant Pr(y = z | x) over Ry. Similarly,
the maximization in (12) also approaches Pr(y = z | x).
Suppose now that Q is non-negligibly large. We ob-
serve that (11) and (12) have similar shapes. Pr(y | x) in
(11) integrates z over Ry, a Q-neighborhood of y, where
the integrating exponential function is large if z is close
to x. Hence Pr(y | x) is large if y is close to x for given Q,
or if Q is large for given y. This is also true for (12).
1) Objective Function: Given likelihood in (12) and the
graph-signal smoothness prior, one can now derive the
MAP objective by minimizing the negative log of the
likelihood and prior:
min
x,z
(z − x)TP(z − x) + µ xTL x
s.t. yi −
Q
2 ≤ zi < yi +
Q
2 , ∀i, (13)
where µ is a parameter to trade off the first fidelity
term and the second signal smoothness prior term that
depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
2) Optimization Procedure: With two inter-dependent
variables x and z and a constraint on z, the optimization
(13) is difficult to solve directly. We hence propose to
alternately solve for one variable while keeping the other
fixed and iterate. In particular, when z is fixed, the
optimal x can be solved in closed form by taking the
derivative of (13) with respect to x and setting it to zero:
x∗ = (P + µL)−1Pz. (14)
On the other hand, when x is fixed, the optimal z to
minimize the fidelity term (the graph-signal smoothness
term does not involve z) while satisfying the constraint
is:
z∗i =

yi +Q/2 − ǫ if xi ≥ yi +Q/2
yi −Q/2 if xi < yi −Q/2
xi otherwise
(15)
where ǫ is a small positive constant. The two variables
are optimized alternately until the solution converges2.
Note that the edge weights wi, j in the graph Laplacian L
needs to be updated using (5) each time a new signal x
is computed.
D. Joint Bit-depth Enhancement / Temporal Denoising
For restoration of subsequent depth frames, we for-
mulate the following optimization problem. Denote by
yt an observed target block at time instant t. Denote by
2One can easily prove that the alternating algorithm converges: at
each step the objective in (13) is decreased, and the objective—a sum
of two quadratic terms—is lower-bounded by 0.
y
t
x
t-1
(v)
frame tframe t-1
motion vector v
Fig. 6. Illustration of matching between blocks in current frame t and
previous frame t − 1.
zt and xt the noise-corrupted, pre-quantized version and
the restored version of yt, respectively. A motion vector
(MV) v points to a matching block xt−1(v) in the previous
restored frame t−1 that is most similar to restored xt. See
Fig. 6 for an illustration. The optimization thus becomes
the search for MV v and denoised patch xt that minimize
three terms: i) a fidelity term with respect to observation
yt, ii) a graph-signal smoothness term x
T
t Lxt, and iii)
a motion estimation term ‖xt−1(v) − xt‖
2
2
that measures
the difference between two matching blocks in the two
frames:
min
v,zt,xt
(zt − xt)
TP(zt − xt) + µ x
T
t L xt
+γ ‖xt−1(v) − xt‖
2
2
s.t. yt −
Q
2 ≤ zt < yt +
Q
2 . (16)
1) Optimization Procedure: To solve (16), we use a
similar alternating method as follows. We first search
for the optimal v that minimizes the motion estimation
term ‖xt−1(v)−yt‖
2
2
. Then we fix vt, and alternately solve
for zt and xt, where the optimal xt given vt and zt is:
x∗t = (P + µL + γ I)
−1(Pzt + γ xt−1), (17)
where I is the identity matrix. The optimal zt given fixed
xt is solved using (15).
V. Head Region Tracking
We now discuss how we select and track the ROI
given restored depth frames, and then how using motion
information obtained from the tracking module as a
motion prior, we can further refine the depth video
restoration process described in Section IV.
A. ROI Selection
Similar to others in the object tracking literature [7],
[13], we first specify an ROI—a subject’s head region to
deduce the motion caused by heart beat—for tracking
in subsequent frames. Since only part of the upper body
is present in the depth frames, conventional RGB-plus-
depth based human body part detection methods like
[42] and depth-only based methods like [43], [44] that
require most of the body to be visible do not work well.
We thus adopt a template-matching based method in
[45], [46] to detect a human head. First, Canny edge
detection [47] is applied on the restored depth frame,
followed by scale-invariant Chamfer matching [48] with
6a pyramid of binary head-templates, which returns the
potential locations of the human subject. Next, a circular
region is extracted around each detected location and fit
with a hemisphere model [45] to locate the probable head
position. Finally, for simplicity, we designate a square
area p of size K×K pixels centered inside the hemisphere
as our ROI for tracking. See Fig. 7 for an illustration.
detected
head region ROI
Fig. 7. ROI centered inside a hemisphere model [45] that detects the
head of the human subject.
B. Head Region Tracking
Once the ROI is selected, we adopt kernelized correlation
filter (KCF) [49], [50], one of the state-of-the-art compu-
tationally efficient and accurate trackers [51], [52], for
tracking ROI in subsequent depth video frames.
We first briefly review KCF [50]. KCF tracks a target
based on extracted features from the selected K ×K ROI
pt in frame t. It contains the following three steps: model
construction, target detection, and model update. Given
a tracking region (a region that is larger than ROI to
provide negative samples [50]) qt of size L × L in frame
t, where qt has the same centre coordinate as pt, and a
feature matrix qˆt extracted from qt, KCF first constructs
a target model based on kernel correlation [50] of qˆt
with itself and kernel regression [53] that minimizes the
squared error over qˆt and a pre-defined regression target
with Gaussian distribution. Then, an L×L response map
̟t is computed based on the constructed target model
and kernel correlation of qˆt with a corresponding feature
matrix qˆt+1 extracted from frame t + 1. The coordinates
within the tracking region qt+1 in frame t+ 1 are ranked
based on the response map, and the one for which the
response map reaches maximum max{̟t} is identified
as the centre of the target. Finally, the model and feature
matrices are updated based on linear interpolation from
the previous frame to the following frames.
In Section VII, we discuss our choice of the kernel and
features used for KCF tracking. The above KCF tracking
process returns the 2D image coordinates of the target
centre and the maximums max{̟t}’s of the response map
in the T frames.
C. Enforcing Consistency in Motion Information
We next improve the depth video quality and tracking
accuracy by enforcing consistency in motion information
in the depth video restoration and tracking modules
with a motion prior feedback loop. We do this by first re-
formulating our depth video restoration problem, i.e.,
joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising objective in
Section IV, with the deduced 2D motion vectors for each
frame U = [u1, ...,uT] from the 2D image coordinates of
the target centre in the T frames in Section V-B, where
we treat U as the motion prior. In particular, we add a
motion prior term in (16):
min
v,zt,xt
(zt − xt)
TP(zt − xt) + µ x
T
t L xt
+γ ‖xt−1(v) − xt‖
2
2
+ βt ‖v − ut‖
2
2
s.t. yt −
Q
2 ≤ zt < yt +
Q
2 , (18)
where βt = κ ·max{̟t}. We can interpret max{̟t} as the
tracker’s confidence in the estimated motion vector ut.
κ is a scaling constant.
To solve (18), we first search for the optimal v∗ that
minimizes the sum of the motion estimation and motion
prior terms:
min
v
γ ‖xt−1(v) − xt‖
2
2
+ βt ‖v − ut‖
2
2
. (19)
Instead of an exhaustive search, for fast implementation
we assume simply that the optimal solution v∗ to (19) is
a convex combination of ut and previously computed
v′ from solving (16) without the motion prior before
entering the feedback loop, i.e., v∗ = ζut + (1 − ζ)v
′,
where 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1. We argue that the above assumption is
reasonable because v = ut would minimize the motion
prior term in (19), while v = v′ would minimize the
motion estimation term, so a convex combination of
these two solutions would in general lead to a better
one. The optimal value ζ∗ can be easily found via binary
search.
Then, we fix v∗, and alternately solve for zt and xt,
where the optimal xt given v
∗ and zt is (17), and the
optimal zt given fixed xt is solved using (15). Next, we
re-apply KCF tracking described in Section V-B using
the re-restored depth video computed using the above
procedure. The above motion prior feedback loop gives
us the updated 2D image coordinates of the target centre
in the T frames, which could be iteratively used again
for joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising. Empirically,
we found that there is no substantial improvement after
two iterations. Finally, we perform mapping of the target
centres with their depth intensities from the image space
to the 3D space (real-world space), using Kinect for
Windows 2.0 software development kit [54], and deduce
the corresponding 3D motion ∆ = [∆1, ...,∆T]. We next
discuss how to use ∆ for estimating heart rate and
rhythm as discussed in Section VI.
VI. Estimating Heart Rate and Rhythm
Given the deduced 3D motion ∆, in this section, we
first discuss how we project ∆ along the principal com-
ponent via PCA, then perform 1D analysis, including
trend removal, band-pass filtering, and wavelet-based
motion denoising. We then estimate heart rate using
Welch PSD estimation, and estimate heart rhythm with
peak detection.
7A. PCA and 1D Signal Analysis
Note that when the subject is facing the camera, it
is reasonable to discard the horizontal component in ∆
before PCA, as done in [1] and [7], since the horizontal
component contains most of body-balancing movement
unrelated to heart rate [7]. However, in this paper, since
we are addressing the more challenging problem of
estimating heart rate from heterogeneous viewing angles
of the human subject with respect to the camera, we keep
all three components of ∆. This means that we have
to pro-actively remove the body-balancing component
from the PCA-projected 1D signal in a separate step
before actual heart rate estimation.
PCA [55], [56] performs eigen-decomposition to de-
termine three eigenvectors of ∆ and arranges them in
descending order of the magnitude of the corresponding
three eigenvalues. We project ∆ onto each eigenvector
separately, resulting in three 1D projected trajectories Si.
Next, we follow [7] and choose the most periodic among
S1, S2, S3, by finding for each Si the frequency with
maximum power and calculating the ratio of the sum of
the spectral power at this frequency and its k following
harmonics over the total spectral power, and choosing
Si that gives the highest ratio.
Denote by S the most periodic 1D projected trajectory.
S contains various irrelevant movements due to respi-
ratory motion, blinking, and body-balancing motion as
described earlier. We adopt the following three modules
to reduce the effect of these irrelevant movements. First,
similar to [17], [36], we remove the non-linear trend
(due to low-frequency movements) in S by fitting a 9th-
order polynomial to S and subtracting the polynomial.
Second, we pass the trend-removed signal to a 5th-order
Butterworth [57] band-pass filter to isolate a normal-
heart-rate frequency band of interest, which we choose
to be 0.7Hz to 4Hz [17].
Third, we perform wavelet decomposition [58], [59]
with an s-sec sliding window and e-sec overlapping
on the band-pass filtered signal. Specifically, we choose
Daubechies orthogonal wavelets that are optimal in the
sense that they have a minimum support size for a
given number w of vanishing moments [37]. We then
heuristically choose Daubechies w = 4 wavelets which
balances the regularity of the singularities and sup-
port size [37]. We decompose the signal into 4 lev-
els given the 30 Hz depth image frame rate: Level-4
[7.5,15]Hz, Level-3 [3.75,7.5]Hz, Level-2 [1.875,3.75]Hz,
Level-1 [0.9375,1.875]Hz, and detail [0,0.9375]Hz. Nex-
t, we perform wavelet denoising with minimax soft
thresholding and multiplicative threshold rescaling [60]
followed by wavelet reconstruction.
B. Heart Rate Estimation
Let r be the wavelet reconstructed signal at Level-1,
which contains most of the signal of interest. We perform
Welch PSD estimation [61] on r, with a sl-sample segment
length, so-sample overlapping, and sd DFT points. The
frequency fh with the maximum PSD is designated as
the heart-beat frequency, and we estimate the heart rate
as 60 × fh beats/minute.
C. Heart Rhythm Estimation
Recall that heart rhythm is another essential measure
to assess one’s health condition [6]. We estimate heart
rhythm using peak detection on r. This first requires
appropriately setting the following peak detection pa-
rameters: minimum distance between two neighbouring
peaks, denoted as d, minimum height of each peak,
denoted as h, and minimum numerical drop on both
sides of each peak, i.e., minimum prominence, denoted
as p. We clarify these parameter settings in Section VII.
Given 30 depth image frame rate, the heart rhythm is
then estimated as ψ/30 seconds, where ψ denotes the
standard deviation of the distances between each two
neighbouring peaks within an s-sec sliding window.
VII. Experimentation
A. Experimental Setup
We recorded depth videos of length 44.1∼124.6-sec, of
13 healthy volunteers (between 21 and 37 years of age),
who were sitting still, 0.64∼1.3m away from the camera.
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8, which also
shows a finger pulse oximeter (ANAPULSE ANP100,
Ana Wiz Ltd, UK), used only for collecting ground
truth data. We collected three depth videos for each
sitting volunteer—front, side and back views captured
by the camera separately in three different trials (see Fig.
2). Three of these volunteers performed one trial with
front view while wearing a mask (see Fig. 3). Thus, we
performed 42 trials in total. Mean heart rates, measured
by the oximeter, varied from 66 to 87bpm, as shown in
Fig. 9. The proposed heart rate and rhythm estimation
algorithm is implemented in Matlab R2015b on a laptop
running Windows 10, with Core i7 4600U 2.1GHz CPU
and 8GB RAM. The mean computational time is 0.783s
per frame.
First, we show in Fig. 10 a sample of restored im-
ages using our proposed joint bit-depth enhancement
/ denoising scheme and motion prior feedback loop.
Compared to Fig. 10(a), the restored image block in
Fig. 10(b) obtained using our proposed joint bit-depth
enhancement / denoising scheme presents much less
noise while preserving sharp edges. After enforcing the
consistency in motion information in the restored depth
video, the final output image block in Fig. 10(c) shows
further improvement in terms of noise level and edge
sharpness.
Next, in Figs. 11 and 12, we show an example of head
detection result for ROI selection before head motion
tracking (see Section V-A). Specifically, we find that it is
sufficient to use an ellipse as the binary head template
for Chamfer matching (see Fig. 11(a)). We show in Fig.
12 an example of Chamfer matching result in front, side
and back views, where the rectangles in green denote
8the matched head candidate blocks. We also find that it
is more robust to use a hemi-ellipsoid model (see Fig.
11(b)) instead of a hemisphere model [45] to locate the
probable head position based on the Chamfer matching
result. The final detected head blocks are highlighted by
rectangles in red in Fig. 12.
Next, we justify the kernel and features adopted for
tracking. Note that, to the best of our knowledge, the
majority of state-of-the-art features used for tracking
[62]–[66] have only been adopted in texture images. We
thus use four candidate features that have already been
used in depth images [67]–[73], namely, Haar-like [67],
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [68], [72], [73],
histogram of oriented normal vectors (HONV) [69], and
local depth pattern (LDP) [71], together with three low-
level features, namely, raw pixels, gray level (raw pixels
after subtracting the mean), and histogram of the raw
pixels, for accuracy testing in terms of the heart rate
estimation. We test the above seven candidate features
using KCF tracker, with three different kernels, namely,
Gaussian, polynomial, and linear kernels, on 3 randomly
selected experimental video sequences. Fig. 13 shows the
root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated heart
rate by using all combinations of the candidate features
and kernels for our tracking process. It can be seen from
the figure that the combination of gray level feature with
Gaussian kernel performs best. Thus, this combination is
used in our tracking component for all video sequences
in the sequel.
 
Fig. 8. Experimental setup (a side facing example).
In the following two subsections, we present estima-
tion results of the heart rate and rhythm using our
proposed scheme, and five competing schemes that are
simplified versions of our proposed scheme: scheme
1) without joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising,
the motion prior feedback loop and wavelet-based mo-
tion denoising, 2) without the motion prior feedback
loop and wavelet-based motion denoising, 3) without
wavelet-based motion denoising, 4) without joint bit-
depth enhancement / denoising and the motion prior
feedback loop, and 5) without the motion prior feed-
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Fig. 9. Mean heart rates (from the oximeter) of all trials.
(a)raw depth (b)JBDED (c)JBDED+MPFL
Fig. 10. A sample result of joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising
(JBDED) and motion prior feedback loop (MPFL).
back loop. These schemes are denoted as Schemes A-
E, respectively. Additionally, we compare our proposed
method to motion-based schemes from [7], [29] and
[30]. To the best of our knowledge, there are no oth-
er contemporary works that estimate heart rate using
depth image sequences only. Although [7], [29], [30]
have only been tested for colour image sequences, we
test these schemes for depth image sequences, since
all these remote heart rate estimation system (and the
proposed) rely on a feature-based tracking component
to acquire the motion trajectories. The main differences
among these three motion-based competing schemes are
as follows: [7], [29] and [30] adopt a Lucas-Kanade
tracking scheme, where [7] and [29] focus on tracking
multiple feature points while keeping only the vertical
component of the head motion and [30] single feature
point while keeping both the horizontal and vertical
head motion components. [29] adopts a moving average
filter for motion smoothing, and applies discrete cosine
transform for heart rate estimation, unlike [7] and [29]
(a) template for CM [46] (b) template for head fitting
Fig. 11. Templates used for head detection. CM = chamfer matching.
9(a) front view (b) side view
(a) back view (b) front view with mask
Fig. 12. An example of head detection result. Rectangles in green:
head candidate blocks using chamfer matching [46]; Rectangles in red:
final head fitting result.
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Fig. 13. RMSE (bpm) of the estimated heart rate by using all
combinations of the candidate features and kernels for our tracking
process, based on randomly selected 3 out of all 42 trials, where the
combination of gray level feature and Gaussian kernel is chosen for
ROI tracking.
that use fast Fourier transform.
B. Estimating Heart Rate
Table I lists the parameter settings for estimation of the
heart rate, obtained empirically, including joint bit-depth
enhancement / denoising (σ, σI,Q, µ, γ), tracking (K,L),
the motion prior feedback loop (κ), PCA (k), wavelet-
based motion denoising (s, e), and Welch PSD estimate
(sl, so, sd).
We first investigate the performance of our proposed
scheme that consists of wavelet-based motion deonis-
ing and a competing scheme without such component
(Scheme C). We do this by comparing our proposed
scheme with Scheme C in terms of the RMSE of es-
timated heart rate, as shown in Fig. 14. Each marker
denotes the RMSE of the estimated heart rate during
one trial. It can be seen that there is a significant RMSE
reduction by adding wavelet-based motion denoising,
indicating that the amount of the noise in the motion
TABLE I
Parameter Settings for Estimating Heart Rate.
sign parameter setting
σ std. of the noise at an arbitrary pixel 1
σI scaling factor of the edge weight in a graph 6
Q quantization factor of the sensor 1
µ regularization factor for graph smoothness 6
γ regularization factor for motion estimation 1
K width and height of ROI / denoising block 32
L width and height of tracking region 64
κ scaling factor for motion prior 0.5
k number of harmonics used for choosing Si 3
s sliding window (second) for wavelet denoising 10
e overlapping (second) for wavelet denoising 9.967
sl segment length (sample) for Welch PSD estimate 90
so overlapping (sample) for Welch PSD estimate 45
sd DFT points for Welch PSD estimate 300
signal, e.g., irrelevant movement such as respiratory and
body-balancing movements, is effectively reduced with
wavelet-based motion denoising.
Next, given the fact that wavelet-based motion de-
noising helps improve the result, we investigate the
performance of our proposed scheme with respect to
two competing schemes, Scheme D, which does not use
joint bit-depth enhancement and denoising and Scheme
E, which does not use motion prior feedback loop. We do
this by comparing our proposed scheme with Schemes
D and E in terms of the estimated heart rate over time
from a front view trial, as shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen
that 1) our proposed joint bit-enhancement / denoising
module effectively reduces the noise from the Kinect
2.0 sensor, and 2) our proposed loop with motion prior
feedback further improves the performance of joint bit-
enhancement / denoising.
In Table II, we present numerical results for our pro-
posed scheme and all its five simplified versions, mean
and variance of the computed RMSE for each view from
all 13 subjects, i.e., front, side and back views, and front
view with a mask. It can be seen that 1) our proposed
scheme is robust with respect to viewing angle, which
indicates that the system can also handle the cases when
the subject is facing the camera with arbitrary angles,
and 2) all the following three components, namely, join-
t bit-depth enhancement / denoising (JBDED), motion
prior feedback loop (MPFL), and wavelet-based motion
denoising (WBMD), are essential for minimizing the
noise from the sensor and motion in order to accurately
estimate the heart rate.
Note that, 3 out of all 13 subjects that participated in
the trials with a mask, whereas all 13 subjects participat-
ed in the other three types of trials (i.e., front, side, and
back view without a mask). That is, the number of sub-
jects participated in each type of trials is generally small.
Although this is a probable cause for a larger variance
with a smaller mean for the result of the trials with a
mask using our proposed method as shown in Table II,
the small difference is not of statistical significance.
In Table III, we show the mean percentage error of the
heart rate estimation using the proposed method, its five
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TABLE II
Mean and Variance of the RMSE (bpm) of the Estimated Heart Rate using Schemes A-E and proposed scheme.
scheme A B C D E Proposed
joint bit-depth enhancement / denoising X X X X
motion prior feedback loop X X
wavelet-based motion denosing X X X
metric mean VAR mean VAR mean VAR mean VAR mean VAR mean VAR
front 17.09 25.86 15.27 25.76 13.81 18.75 10.02 8.36 7.26 5.06 5.82 3.72
side 16.87 14.79 16.57 35.42 18.19 47.27 9.91 13.95 6.74 4.28 6.83 4.11
back 16.49 26.37 17.01 30.70 16.60 40.29 9.12 12.86 8.44 8.33 6.36 3.61
mask 11.47 35.30 13.02 62.98 11.19 50.61 7.19 12.80 7.55 18.96 5.15 3.81
avg 15.48 25.58 15.47 38.71 14.95 39.23 9.06 12.00 7.50 9.16 6.04 3.81
TABLE III
Mean Percentage Error (%) of the Estimated Heart Rate using all schemes.
scheme A B C D E Proposed [7] [29] [30]
front 18.79 16.63 15.26 10.54 7.72 6.02 23.59 24.94 24.10
side 19.01 19.65 22.17 11.13 7.58 7.66 27.26 28.29 20.28
back 18.14 18.43 18.23 10.31 8.97 6.96 30.34 31.85 26.86
mask 14.25 16.70 13.92 9.25 8.45 5.77 15.48 15.41 16.17
avg 17.55 17.85 17.40 10.31 8.18 6.60 24.17 25.12 21.85
simplified versions, and the three competing schemes
[7], [29] and [30]. We can conclude that [7], [29] and [30]
perform significantly worse than our proposed method,
it is essential to retain the head motion in all three
dimensions (horizontal, vertical, and axial directions)
for motion analysis, and all of the proposed JBDED,
MPFL and WBMD system components are essential for
minimization of the sensor and motion noise for heart
rate estimation.
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Fig. 14. RMSE of the estimated heart rate using Scheme C (no wavelet
denoising) and proposed scheme, i.e. for all 13 subjects. The overall
average for Scheme C is drawn with a dotted line, and proposed
scheme with a dot-dash line.
C. Estimating Heart Rhythm
For heart rhythm estimation, we first appropriately
extract the peaks in each 10-sec sliding window by peak
detection. Recall that the depth image frame rate is 30 fps
and the maximum frequency of the normal heart rate is
4 Hz (240 bpm) [17], i.e., the minimum distance between
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Fig. 15. Estimated heart rate over time from a front view trial by
using proposed scheme and Schemes D and E.
each two neighbouring peaks is ⌈30/4⌉ = 8 samples.
Table IV lists the parameter settings of peak detection
for estimating heart rhythm. The heart rhythm is subse-
quently estimated by computing the standard deviation
ψ of the distance between each two neighbouring peaks
within a 10-sec sliding window, then averaging within a
whole trial, and finally divided by 30 (fps).
TABLE IV
Parameter Settings of PeakDetection for EstimatingHeart Rhythm.
sign parameter setting
d minimum distance (sample) between two peaks 8
h minimum height (amplitude) of each peak 0
p minimum prominence of each peak 0.05
We first investigate the performance of the proposed
scheme with respect to two competing schemes, which
are the same as the proposed scheme except: one com-
peting scheme that does not use joint bit-depth enhance-
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TABLE V
Estimated Heart Rhythm (second) using all schemes.
scheme A B C D E Proposed [7] [29] [30] oximeter
front 0.2713 0.2787 0.2887 0.1808 0.1751 0.1722 0.2069 0.2312 0.2107 0.0596
side 0.2866 0.3010 0.3016 0.1795 0.1846 0.1793 0.3021 0.3041 0.2259 0.0494
back 0.2723 0.2861 0.2826 0.1798 0.1748 0.1723 0.3433 0.3651 0.2209 0.0582
mask 0.2911 0.3143 0.3072 0.1808 0.1877 0.1864 0.2475 0.2801 0.3182 0.0477
avg 0.2803 0.2950 0.2950 0.1802 0.1805 0.1776 0.2750 0.2951 0.2439 0.0537
ment nor motion prior feedback loop (Scheme D), and
the other only drops motion prior feedback loop (Scheme
E). Fig. 16 shows the results in terms of the estimated
heart rhythm over time from a back view trial. Similarly
to the results presented in Fig. 15, both joint bit-depth
enhancement / denoising and motion prior feedback
loop are essential before heart rhythm estimation.
Next, in Table V, we present the estimated heart
rhythm for each view from all 13 subjects, using the
proposed method, its five simplified versions, and the
three competing schemes [7], [29] and [30]. It can be seen
from the table that the proposed scheme outperforms all
benchmark schemes for all cases except the trial with the
mask, when Scheme D is slightly better.
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Fig. 16. Estimated heart rhythm over time from a back view trial by
using proposed scheme and Schemes D and E, i.e., three schemes with
wavelet-based motion denoising. Mean of the estimated heart rhythm
for each scheme is drawn with a dash line.
Finally, we investigate the ability of our proposed
scheme in distinguishing between the subjects with
various heart rhythms and detecting abnormal heart
rhythm. We do this by computing the mean of the
estimated heart rhythm for each subject, and list the
results in the ascending order of the heart rhythm means
obtained with the oximeter, as shown in Fig. 17. In
particular, we adopt polynomial regression by a 4-th
order polynomial curve fitting. One can see that the non-
linear trend of the fitted polynomial for our proposed
scheme follows that for the oximeter. We also compute
the Pearson correlation [74] by ϑmn =
∑13
i=1(mi − m¯)(ni −
n¯)/
√∑13
i=1(mi − m¯)
2
∑13
i=1(ni − n¯)
2 = 0.7864, where m and
n denote the average of the estimated heart rhythm
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Fig. 17. Estimated heart rhythm using proposed scheme in ascending
order of the heart rhythm from the oximeter. Polynomial regressions
are drawn with dash lines.
for each subject from our scheme and the oximeter,
respectively, in the ascending order of the heart rhythm
from the oximeter; m¯ = 113
∑13
i=1mi, n¯ =
1
13
∑13
i=1 ni. The
above facts show that, although the error of the pro-
posed scheme is often large, the scheme has potential
to correctly distinguish the subjects with various heart
rhythms and detect abnormal heart rhythm.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a non-intrusive three-step
heart rate and rhythm estimation system via 3D motion
tracking in depth video. First, we restore the low-bit-
depth, noise-corrupted depth images via a joint bit-depth
enhancement / denoising procedure, using a graph-
signal smoothness prior for regularization. Second, we
track an automatically detected head region throughout
the depth video to deduce 3D motion vectors. The
detected vectors are fed back to the depth restoration
module in a loop to ensure that the motion information
in the two modules are consistent, resulting in a boost
in performance for both restoration and motion tracking.
Third, we project the computed 3D motion vectors onto
its principal component via PCA for 1D signal analysis:
trend removal, band-pass filtering and wavelet-based
motion denoising. Finally, we estimate the heart rate via
Welch power spectrum analysis, and estimate the heart
rhythm via peak detection. Experimental results show
robustness to different views, and accurate estimation of
the heart rate and rhythm using our proposed algorithm
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compared to the values estimated by a portable finger
pulse oximeter. Unlike conventional texture (RGB and
grayscale) based methods that require the subject to face
the camera for reasonable measurements, our proposed
scheme estimates the heart rate and rhythm accurately
with various views, such as front, side and back views,
and even when the subject is wearing a mask.
We note that, since our system relies on tracking subtle
head movements, it is sensitive to any types of move-
ments, e.g., slouching or tightening the abdominal and
back muscles when feeling uncomfortable with sitting
still, smiling, etc. Also, our system would not perform
well when the subject is leaning his/her head on a
chair or sleep in bed, where the subtle motion is too
small to detect. However, this could be addressed by
combinations of the features extracted from both depth
and infrared images, where both motion and texture
based features could be used for more robust tracking
and estimation of the heart rate and rhythm.
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